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n this era of globalisation, change and adaptability are inevitable. In such hyper-competitive business environment, Iorganisations recognise visionary leadership as a key to drive innovation, growth, and value in the dynamic world. 

IPMX, one year full-time residential programme for executives at IIM Lucknow, gives mid-career professionals a 
unique opportunity to re-enter the academic fold, augment their existing skills, and position themselves for middle 
and senior management roles.

Executive education is an investment in developing next generation leaders, who are capable of creating sustainable 
competitive advantage for organisations. This education equips functional managers with advanced decision-making 
and execution skills, which transforms them into multifaceted leaders - leaders who are ready to take up greater 
cross-functional responsibilities and who ultimately drive performance throughout the organisation.

IPMX offers collaborative learning capabilities through its pedagogy, which is focused on rich classroom discussions 
fuelled by students' diverse industry background. An important part of this learning comes from regular interactions 
with the doyens of industry who share their profound repertoire of knowledge and experience.

The IPMX batch offers an eclectic mix of seasoned professionals ready to hit the ground running. Their decision to 
further enhance skills exemplifies their progressive go-getter attitude. The companies in pursuit of global leadership 
require diverse skill sets and strategic capabilities that the participants bring to the table. The IPMX Class of 2012 
strives towards its mission for building and transforming businesses.

IIM LUCKNOW                          YOU TO welcomes
IPMX PLACEMENT SEASON 2011-12
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s India gradually emerges a frontrunner in the new world Aeconomic order, it becomes imperative for premier 
business schools of the country to mould skilled 
professionals to the changing realities of the global business 
environment. Driven by our dream to produce managers, 
leaders and entrepreneurs adept at managing businesses at 
the international stage, we at IIM Lucknow have specially 
designed a course for experienced professionals from 
different industry backgrounds.

International Programme in Management for Executives 
(IPMX) - the flagship course of the institute's strategically 
positioned Noida campus - is designed to accelerate 
understanding of business at functional and strategic levels, 
and prepare students to manage enterprises engaged in 
global businesses. Shaped by academic rigour, our students 
are ready to go back to the industry with a definite value add. I 
welcome you to participate in the placement process of the 
current IPMX batch, energized and armed with a fresh 
perspective to handle the ever changing business 
environment.

DIRECTOR
IIM Lucknow

Dr. Devi Singh



he current business world requires managers and entrepreneurs who are not only leaders and team players but Talso possess the grit and determination to steer their organisations through stormy waters.  IIM Lucknow has 
always been conscious of the evolving needs of the corporate world and has been catering to these very needs for 
the past 27 years.

The students of IPMX programme have undergone a rigorous selection process that demands highest levels of 
intellectual and professional achievements. The students undergo essential transformation through an intensive 
programme that enhances their business insight, team work, and organisational skills. IIML's biggest asset is its 
intellectual capital, further strengthened by visiting faculty from academia and industry. It provides each student an 
ideal platform to forge a new paradigm in management, ingrained with leadership skills and committed excellence. 

As Abraham Lincoln said, “The best way to predict the future is to create it," I firmly believe that the students of 
IPMX possess unprecedented ability to adapt themselves with the changing realities of the world and build a better 
and brighter future.

On behalf of the placement committee at IIM Lucknow, it is my privilege to welcome you for placements.

CO-CHAIRPERSON
PLACEMENT
IIM Lucknow

Prof. Rajeev Kumra

IPMX
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ith Indian economy getting inextricably linked to Wthe global business in the 21st century, corporate 
houses in the country are constantly feeling the need to 
train their managers to understand the evolving 
complexities in carrying out business. That's where we 
step in with our one-year full-time executive MBA course 
for experienced professionals. IIM Lucknow's 
International Programme in Management for Executives 
(IPMX) aims to equip students from different 
backgrounds for challenging roles in the industry.

IPMX pedagogy, with a perfect blend of theory and real-
world application and hands-on experiences through 
industry interaction and peer learning, helps students to 
decode management problems and find solutions for 
today's global mangers.  We offer an overseas module to 
students in partnership with a foreign university, making 
IPMX a truly international programme.

It is also our endeavour to sensitise students to ethical 
practices in business, especially when social and 
environmental costs are adding to corporate balance 
sheets. 

We are proud to have students from diverse backgrounds 
with rich experience in their respective areas of 
expertise. I am very confident that the current batch of 
2012 will not only meet the business needs at middle and 
senior-level managerial positions, but will also be 
recognised as sensitive, ethical business leaders ready to 
take their organisations to the next level of success.

CHAIRPERSON
IPMX, IIM Lucknow

Prof. Archana Shukla
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMME IN 
MANAGEMENT FOR EXECUTIVES (IPMX)

IIM Lucknow, realising the emerging needs of the industry 
and the changing requirements of management education 
started its flagship management programme for 
candidates with substantial work experience. This one 
year full time residential programme is designed to prepare 
middle and senior management professionals for 
leadership roles. The curriculum focuses on imparting a 
holistic understanding of global business environment and 
challenges thereof. This post graduate programme 
provides opportunities for professional growth and 
personal development through inquiry and insight in an 
interactive learning environment. The programme is 
largely delivered at the Noida campus of IIM Lucknow 
along with short stints at Lucknow campus and one 
business school abroad, and leverages its location to help 
extend the learning process via continuous industry 
interactions. The case based pedagogy is coupled with 
theoretical insights, seminars, simulated projects and 
constant engagement with the industry. The participants 
of the IPMX course are selected through a rigorous 
admission process that includes evaluation of leadership 
potential, career graph, analytical ability, quality of work 
experience and scores on the internationally recognised 
GMAT examination.

POST GRADUATE PROGRAMME IN 
MANAGEMENT (PGP)

POST GRADUATE PROGRAMME IN 
AGRIBUSINESS MANAGEMENT (PGP-ABM)

FELLOW PROGRAMME IN MANAGEMENT

The PGP programme at IIM Lucknow has been a breeding 
ground for latent managerial talent and “big ideas of the 
future.” The PGP is designed to develop professional 
managers with strong conceptual fundamentals and skills 
required to manage businesses of the future. Widely 
recognised as a course high on academic rigour and 
industrial interaction, this two-year course has carved a 
niche for itself in its endeavour to inculcate the values of 
earning and continually striving for excellence.

Agriculture supports nearly three fourths of India's total 
population and contributes nearly 17 per cent of the gross 
domestic product. Established in 1998, the Agribusiness 
Management Programme aims at developing business 
leaders and entrepreneurs with a vision, competence and 
outlook for promoting agribusiness and agro based 
enterprises.

This is the doctorate programme in the field of 
management and is an ideal choice for those who have an 
academic bent of mind and would like to make a career in 
academics, research and consulting.
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HERE ARE SOME 
COMPELLING REASONS:

Quality minds at work

Rigorous and intensive learning

Diverse professional backgrounds

International exposure

With GMAT score range between 600 and 
760, the IPMX class displays an effective 
combination of sound academic foundation 
and superior intellectual capacity.

49 subjects. 800+ hours of learning. One-
year duration. The intensity of the IPMX 
programme calls for the highest levels of 
involvement and participation from each of 
its students.

The class of 2012 has students from 
diverse industries and academic 
backgrounds – from engineering to hotel 
management, from automobiles to retail 
and everything in between.

The class of 2012 brings a rich average 
professional experience of 8.5 yrs spanning 
across continents. Additionally, all IPMX 
students will complete a module in 
Business Analytics from Kelly School of 
Business, US.
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Core Courses
Management Accounting
Corporate Finance
Managerial Economics
Macro Economics

Core Courses
Operations Management I
Operations Management II
Management Information 
Systems

Core Courses
Quantitative Applications in 
Business I
Quantitative Applications in 
Business II
International Business 
Communication
Organisational Behaviour
Human Resource Management
Written Analysis of 
Communication

Electives
Business Sustainability and Carbon Market
Cross Cultural Management
Strategic Business Negotiation
Personal Growth
Strategic Corporate Communication
Decision Making Under Uncertainty
Agriculture Value Chain Finance
Financial Inclusion through Management of 
Micro Finance Institution
Commodity Futures Markets

Finance & Economics

Core Courses
Marketing Management I
Marketing Management II

Core Courses
Strategic Management

Electives
Consumer Behaviour and Marketing Strategy
Customer Relationship Management
Data Analysis for Marketing Decisions
Internet Marketing
Product and Brand Management
Services Marketing

Electives
Strategic Management of Technology 
and Innovation
Mergers and Acquisition
New Venture Planning
Applied Theory in Strategy and 
Competition

Sales & Marketing

Electives
Corporate Valuation and Restructuring
Project Finance
International Finance
Managing Financial Institutions
Investment Management
International Economics for Business

Electives
Global Supply Chain Management
Managing Services
Operations Strategy
Operations Planning and Control
Lean Operations
Decision Making in New Product Devpmt.
Spreadsheet Modeling for Managers
IT Strategy

Operations & Technology Strategy & Consulting

General Management

IPMX CURRICULUM

IPMX has an exacting academic schedule of four terms with each 
term involving a number of short projects on relevant business 

issues. The programme provides a firm grounding in concepts of 
general management and offers students opportunities to specialise in 
their areas of interest. The programme consists of:

Core Courses: Focuses on enhancing awareness, understanding and 
decision making capabilities in the areas of general management in a 
global business setting.

Elective Courses: Focuses on meeting the specific career goals of 
students. Provides deeper understanding of the subjects and ability to 
think beyond the obvious.

Course of Independent Study: Provides opportunity for the student to 
explore a topic in depth in an area of special interest under the 
supervision of a faculty. It is either an exploratory type or a prescriptive 
type with a focus on its applicability to management situations. 

The one year at IPMX gave me a comprehensive toolkit 
and the psychic mobility to successfully navigate the 
corporate challenges. The rigorous curriculum, group 
diversity and the international immersion stimulated a 
new approach to address issues.

 Rambir Dalal,
Associate Director, KPMG
IPMX 2008-09



IPMX PEDAGOGY

IPMX has an exciting academic schedule spread over 
four terms. The programme provides a firm grounding 

in concepts of general management and offers 
opportunities to students to specialise in their areas of 
interest.

Initial part of the IPMX calendar focuses on building the 
foundation by making the participants comfortable with 
the fundamentals of economics, operations 
management, management accounting, decision 
making techniques, marketing, strategic management 
and international business communication. This is 
achieved through classroom discussions, case studies 
and role playing exercises. 

Later part of the programme allows the students to 
choose subjects based on their long term career plan and 
develop a deeper understanding. At this stage the 
teaching pedagogy focuses more on applying academic 
framework to real life problems and extensive industry 
interactions. 

Throughout the programme, students work on joint 
projects and assignments with their assigned peers. 
During the academic year students go through as many 
as 50 team projects and assignments.

A continuous flow of information on the latest industry 
best practices is maintained by workshops and 
speeches delivered by senior management from the 
corporate world and industry experts. These workshops 
go a long way in helping the students stay connected 
with the industry and gain valuable insights.

23.5 Credit Courses
13.5 Core & 9 Electives
1 Course of Independent Study

800+ Hours of Classroom Interaction
300+ Case Studies
  50+ Team Projects
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he continuous blurring of geographic boundaries and ever increasing global outlook of the firms calls for Tmanagers who are competent in the international arena, capable of excelling in the new geo-economic 
landscape. International immersion helps tomorrow's leaders make a winning team in a global context, leveraging 
on the sound understanding of team dynamics and how to overcome distances, physical and cultural. In the past 
IPMX students have undertaken their international modules with reputed institutions like ESCP Paris and McGill 
University, Canada.

The current batch would undergo their international immersion in collaboration with Kelley Business School, 
Indianapolis, USA. 

Founded in 1920 as the Indiana University School of Commerce and Finance, the Kelley School has grown into one 
of the most respected business schools in the world.  Its programmes are consistently ranked among the best in 
the nation and faculty members are internationally recognised for their teaching and thought leadership. 

The academic schedule is complemented by multiple interactions with the local industry, firms with international 
repute and outlook. This provided the students with the critical insights on the business dimensions of international 
firms, such as cross border mergers, global workforce management and the challenges of multi-domestic 
operations, and the solutions thereof. The overall experience of the international module opens the students' 
horizon to new realities, prospects and direction to grow. 

INTERNATIONAL MODULE
15
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LEADERSHIP TALK SERIES

The rapidly evolving management paradigms and the expanding knowledge 
based service economy today require professionals to keep themselves 

abreast of the latest trends in the industry. Industry-Academia interaction is 
therefore a vital source of relevant knowledge for the students. The Leaders 
Interaction Talk is a series of lectures conducted by contemporary leaders from 
different fields of business. The rich interaction between students, faculties and the 
industry leaders benefits everyone involved through cross-pollination of 
perspectives and ideas. The visiting speakers have been appreciative of the 
intensity and quality of interaction with a mature audience having considerable 
work experience in the different streams of business. 

Mr. M. Damodaran
Ex-Chairman
SEBI

Ms Kathleen Barret
President & CEO
International Institute of Business Analysis

Mr. Ambarish Dasgupta
Executive Director
PwC

Dr. Mia de Kuijper
Author: Profit Power Economics

Mr. Parag Agarwal
Regional Finance Director, South Asia
Reckitt Benckiser

Mr. Pradeep K Jaisingh
Managing Director & CEO
International Oncology Services Pvt. Ltd.

Some eminent speakers...

Mr. Amandeep Gupta
Executive Director HR and 
Corporate Affairs
Dalmia Cements Bharat Ltd

Mr. S.Raghunathan
Chief Financial Officer
Dabur India Ltd

Mr. Sanjeev Bikhchandani
Founder and CEO
Naukri.com

Mr. Manmohan Bhutani
Vice President - People & Operations
Fiserv Global Services

Mr. Ashok Mehra
Global Head - Business Process & 
Change Management, TCS

Great to address this batch of executive MBA 
students. It’s a wonderful initiative to have 
interaction with the industry. Keep it up.

Parag Agarwal
Regional Finance Director, 
South Asia, Reckitt Benckiser

Very enthusiastic, intelligent crowd.

Ambarish Dasgupta
Executive Director, PwC
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t IPMX, events offer a platform where Aeducating managers and practicing senior 
managers get an opportunity to interact and 
learn. From this perspective, events play the 
dual role of creating an industry interface for the 
students and academic interface for the industry 
leaders. IPMX organizes many events in a year 
within and out of campus on various themes 
such as Sustainability, CSR, Corruption, HR and 
many more. Among them are two nationwide 
mega events – Udyam & Ankuran.

Udyam is the leadership summit that addresses 
on the most current issues that touch industry, 
politics and society. The summit focuses on 
panel discussions, leadership talks & national 
level B-school competitions. 

Ankuran is the first initiative by IIM Lucknow to 
promote entrepreneurship. It is the platform for 
the Ambanis, Tatas and Narayanmurthys of 
tomorrow to present their business plan to 
eminent incubator fund houses and venture 
capitalists. The business plans around 
exceptionally disruptive business ideas stand 
high chances of getting mentoring and funding 
subsequently. 

Some of the prominent panelists and 
organizations who got associated with Udyam & 
Ankuran in the past have been Raghav Bahl, 
Founder & MD, Network-18; Karandeep Singh, 
MD – Sapient India; Ranjit Gupta, CEO – 
Indiabulls Power Ltd, etc.

EVENTS

Leaders have the courage not only to stand by 
their convictions but also to examine those.

P Chidambaram
Hon’ble Home Minister of India
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Devi Singh, Director Yamini Prakash

A. Vinay Kumar
Yasmeen Rizvi

Ajay GargB B Bhattacharya 

Alok Dixit D. Tripati Rao
Amit Agrahari

Asim Kumar MishraHrushikesh Panda
Arunabha Mukhopadhyay

Madhumita ChakrabortyK Bhattacharya
Ashwani Kumar

Madhusudan KarmakarK. G. Sahadevan
Bharat Bhasker

Manoj Anand

Sangeeta Dhawan Misra Pradeep Kumar

Manoj Kumar

Sanjay Kumar Singh Vivek Gupta

Prakash Singh

Sukumar Nandi

S C Bansal
Dharmendra S Sengar

Vipul
Neerja Pande

Amit Mookerjee
Payal Mehra

Ajay Singh
Anita Goyal

Roshan Lal Raina 

Archana Shukla
Ashish Dubey

Debashis Chatterjee
Devashish Das Gupta

Abhijit Bhattacharya

Moutusi MaityHimanshu Rai
Bhaba Krishna Mohanty

Neelam KinraPankaj Kumar
Gaurav Garg 

Nikhilesh Kumar Gupta Prem Chandra PurwarPunam Sahgal

Sonia Rajeev Kumra Pushpendra Priyadarshi

Yogesh Agarwal Rajesh K AithalShailendra Singh

Fellow (International Finance) IIMA Ph.D and M.Phil. from IIT Mumbai

MBA, Ph.D. (Finance)
Ph.D (Management), C.A.M.I., USA.

MBA, Fellow (IIMB)Ph.D. (Eco), DSE, Delhi University

Ph.D. (Finance), IIT DelhiPh.D. (Economics), University of Mumbai

Fellow (XLRI)

Ph.D. (Finance), BHU; Fellow I.F.C.I.M.Phil., JNU; Ph.D, DSE

Fellow (IIMC), PGDBM (IIMC)

Ph.D. (Finance) FMS, University of Delhi M. Stat, Ph.D

MS National Univ. of Singapore, Ph.D. IIITM 

M.Phil. (Finance); Ph.D. (Finance)M.Phil. (Appl. Eco, Ph.D. (Eco.), 
Univ. of Hyderabad M.S. & Ph.D. (Comp.Sc.), Virginia Tech., USA

Ph.D. (UBS, Punjab Uni.); FICWA

Ph.D. (Eco.), IIT Kanpur Ph.D. (Hyd. University)

MBA (Finance); Ph.D (Finance) IIT Bombay

Ph.D. (IGIDR, Mumbai) M.Tech. (Computer Technology, IIT Delhi)

Ph.D. (BITS, Pilani)

M.Phil. (Cal. Univ.); Ph.D. (Utah State, USA)

 M. Phil. (Finance), Ph.D. (Finance)
Fellow, CIRL, University of Calgary, Canada

 
PGDM (IIMA); AICWA; Ph.D.

Ph.D. (English), Lucknow University

Ph.D (MLS University, Udaipur)
Ph.D., Lucknow University

M.Phil.,  JNU; Ph.D., JNU
Ph.D., Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi

Ph.D. (Sagar University); Fulbrighter, 
(Syracuse University) Ph.D. (Organisational Behaviour), IIT Kanpur

Ph.D. IIT Mumbai

Fulbright Fellow (Harvard Univ.), 
Ph.D. (Business Administration) Ph.D. (Management), Pune

Ph.D., IIT Kharagpur

Ph.D. (University of Georgia, Athens, GA)Fellow IIM Ahmedabad
Ph.D. (OR), IIT Kharagpur

Ph.D. (Marketing), M.Phil. & Ph.D. (Organisational Psychology)
M.Phi.,l CCSU, Meerut; Ph.D., IITK Univ. of Aston in Birmingham, UKDelhi University 

Ph.D. (OR) - Management Studies, B.H.U. Ph.D., SUNY at Buffalo, N.Y., USAPh.D. in Organisational Behaviour, Delhi University 

Ph.D. (OR) , IIT Delhi MBA, Bhopal Univ.; Ph.D GGS IP UniversityM. Phil.; Ph.D. (Delhi University)

Ph.D. (OR), Case Western Reserve Univ., USA MBA, Fellow (IRMA) Ph.D. (Organisational Behaviour), IIT Kanpur

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING 

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
AND SYSTEMS  

LEGAL MANAGEMENT

COMMUNICATION 

MARKETING 

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

DECISION SCIENCES 

  

FACULTY
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Saji K. B. Nair Sushil Kumar Swati A. Mishra

Satish S.M.
Abhishek Nirjar

Jabir Ali
Satya Bhusan Dash

Amita Mital

Kriti Bardhan Gupta
Arun Kumar Jain

Atanu Chaudhuri
M.K. Awasthi

Arun Kumar Tripathy
Kashi Naresh Singh

Ashutosh Kumar Sinha Sanjeev Kapoor

N. Narayanan 
Krishna Kumar

Sushil Kumar
Rajiv Kumar Srivastava

Mohammad Akbar

Neeraj DwivediSamir Srivastava

Ph.D. IIT Bombay, Fellow, US Academy of Ph.D. (IE), IIT Delhi M.Phil. (Mgmt.), Ph.D., Cambridge University
Marketing Science

PGDM, IIMA, PhD (IIT Madras)
Ph.D. (Sheffield Univ., UK) 

Ph.D. in Agri. Economics and Business 
Ph.D., IIT Kharagpur Management, AMU

Fellow (IIM Lucknow)

Fellow, IIM Ahmedabad
Fellow (Business Policy) IIMA

Fellow (IIM Lucknow)

Ph.D. (Agricultural Economics) 
Fellow, IIM Bangalore

G. B. Pant University 
M.Tech., IIT Kanpur; D.Eng. (IE & OR)
AIT, Bangkok

Fellow, IIM Bangalore
Ph.D. (Agriculture Economics) 
G. B. Pant University 

PGM (IIMCalcutta), FPM (NITIE, Mumbai)
Fellow, IIM Ahmedabad

Ph.D., University of Toronto,  
PGDIE, NITIE Bombay; Ph.D. (IE & OR)

Fellow, University of TorontoM.Phil., Ph.D. (Social Systems), JNUVirginia Tech., USA

M.Tech., IIT Kharagpur, Fellow, IIM LucknowMBA, Fellow (IIML)

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT CENTRE FOR FOOD AND 
AGRI-BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 
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PLACEMENT PROCESS

Institute conducts Rolling Recruitment Process (RRP) for its International 
Programme in Management for Executives (IPMX) students, which takes 

couple of months to complete. The Rolling Recruitment Process is 
designed to ensure that both the students and the recruiters make 
informed career choices and recruitment decisions. The dedicated 
Placement Cell at the Noida Campus works towards ensuring a smooth 
and flexible placement process. This Cell helps in organising campus as 
well as off-campus recruitment processes.

PRE PLACEMENT TALK /
JOB POSTING

CAMPUS VISIT /
SHORTLISTING

INTERVIEWS FINAL OFFERS

Pre-Placement Talk (PPT) is an ideal platform for recruiters to share their 
organisation's opportunities, culture and structure with students. In 
addition, recruiters can build a strong brand on campus. We have found a 
30- 45 minute presentation followed by 15-20 minute Q&A session is most 
effective for PPT.

We advise recruiters to negotiate on remuneration and other terms of 
employment in strict confidence with candidate. However, recruiters need 
to keep the placement committee informed at the following stages so that 
placement committee can ensure effective compliance of polices:

When making preliminary offer  
When a final offer is made
When a candidate accepts or rejects a final offer

Activities

E-mail / snail mail to companies for invitation

PPT and Job Posting by companies

Submission of resumes

Shortlisting of candidates

Pre-processes / interviews

Final interviews / offers

Tentative Schedule

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

Grade Non-Disclosure 

The students have been selected through a highly 
competitive selection process and have been through a 
rigorous academic schedule. Successful completion of 
IPMX programme, attests to the candidate's academic 
excellence and management capability. IIM Lucknow 
treats the academic grades as confidential and does not 
disclose the same as a matter of policy.



IPMX
BATCH PROFILE
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Technical Lead, Samsung India Software Operation

• Led 10+ member team for GPS technology integration for Samsung mobiles. 
Developed and integrated 5 differentiated features to create competitive 
advantage on technology front

• Key member of product development team for Samsung second highest selling 
mobile phone-Wave

Sr. Software Engineer, CSR India Pvt. Ltd.

• Led a 4 member team in end-to-end development, from pre-sales to end delivery, 
for GPS integration on 6 global mobile vendor platforms

• Consistently rated 'Exceeded Expectations' for all the 3 years at CSR and 
rewarded for leadership excellence

Associate Consultant, Siemens Information System Ltd.

• Led product development and end delivery at the clients for VAS in mobiles

• Managed the interface client and offshore development team to ensure complete 
alignment on scope and delivery schedule

Sales Engineer, PALL Corporation, Qatar

• Worked in multi-cultural environment and ensured unique positioning for PALL, 
as a solution provider in Qatar market

• Domain expertise in Oil & Gas, refineries, petrochemical complexes and 
power industry

• Achieved sales of $8.4 million, 50% YoY growth in revenues

• Optimized distribution channel to reduce the distribution cost by 20% 

Sales Engineer, Lubrizol Corporation, Mumbai 

• Converted major process licensors like EIL, Aker Kvaerner, H&G Jacobs to 
specify Lubrizol branded CPVC thermoplastic products in major projects 

• Engaged with government departments like BIS, MIDC, GIDC to register 
company's products

• Achieved more than 100% sales growth YoY for two consecutive years 

Product Application Specialist, Dorfketal Chemicals Pvt. Ltd., Jamnagar 

• Debottlenecking refinery operations at Reliance Jamnagar facility  

• Provided efficient monitoring services of chemical applications ensuring 
reliable operations

9 years of techno-managerial experience in the telecom industry. 
Key roles include- Technology development and Integration, 
Software Product Development and Pre-sales activities

B.E., Electronics & Communication, 
National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirapalli

Abhishek Jain

Abhishek Valsangkar
Bachelors in Chemical Engineering, Mumbai University 
Certificate in “Piping Engineering” IIT Bombay

6 years of experience in sales and business development in the 
Energy sector 
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Project Manager, Mahindra Satyam

• Involved in various phases of software development & delivery. From customer 
interaction, requirements refinement, timeline negotiation, high level design, 
detail design, proof of concept, development to automated test cases

• Lead team of 15 offshore & 3 onsite developers for OCTanner

• Delivered highly delayed, high stack “Project42” by keeping team motivated and 
leading by example

• Maintained 99.98% availability for citimortgage.com during 2 years of 
production support

Programmer Analyst, Infosys Technologies Ltd.

• Was part of one of the first teams to start offshoring for AT&T, setting blueprint 
for huge account growth

• Upgraded AT&T's fleet management application, bringing savings of $1 million 
for AT&T

• Performed 800% optimisation to a data file consumption process, saving cost of 
an additional processing server

Engineering Manager, Alstom Projects India Ltd.

• Won the €400m combined cycle power project in India and € 300m export order

• Full responsibility of techno-economic concepts, performance-optimisation & 
guarantees, risk assessment & risk mitigation, client negotiations and 
contract finalisation

• Led multiethnic, multicultural and geographically dispersed cross functional teams

• Led techno-commercial team for vendor assessment and evaluation of major 
Chinese vendors

Manager Engineering, BHEL, Project Engineering Management Noida and 
Western Region Nagpur

• Developed Automatic Plant Start up and Run up system for Combined Cycle 
Power Plants (CCPP)

• Design, engineered and optimised Thermal & CCPP projects

• Core member for conceptualising & establishing reverse auction system for 
procurement of equipment and turnkey packages

• Commissioned steam turbines, gas turbines and combined cycle power plants

Adarsh Mantri
B.E., Computer Science, SVITS, Indore

11 years of experience including 8 years at US in Customer 
Relationship, Project Management & Business Analysis across 
various verticals in IT industry

Ajay Sharma
B.E., Mechanical Engineering

20 years of experience in power sector spanning from concept to 
commissioning:  sales & tendering, project engineering 
management, construction management and commissioning
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Software Engineer - Senior, Siemens Industry Software (India) Pvt. Ltd., Pune

• Led the cross functional, global team to successfully develop and deliver 
software products through 4 major and 7 minor release cycles

• Trained and mentored team members and transformed them into development 
owners

• Turned around product installers, reducing the product installation time from 2 
weeks to 2 hours

• Championed common reusable configurable components that reduced significant 
development overheads across multiple release cycles

• Established the development and release to QA process

Sr. Software Engineer, Yodlee Infotech Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore

• Worked through the complete SDLC, as development owner of multiple internal 
tools and product components in a startup environment

Software Engineer, Infosys Technologies Ltd, Bangalore

• Received “Certificate of Appreciation” by the client (GE)

Senior Analyst, Franklin Templeton Investments

• Won awards for leading the implementation of application upgrade, system re-
design, DR exercise and SOX compliance, resulting in savings of $400K

• Led projects providing reporting solutions to HNI clients at Fiduciary bank that 
handles accounts worth US$15 billion. Handled multi geographic teams

• Involved in recruitment and process improvements

Software Engineer, Fidelity Business Services India Ltd.

• Won awards for automating the daily deployment to100+ servers resulting in 
savings of $200K

Senior Engineer, CMC Ltd. – R&D

• Implemented FACTS -customized turnkey AFIS solutions for various State 
Fingerprint Bureaus including MP, Assam, Maharashtra, West Bengal, Goa, 
Pondicherry and Meghalaya leading teams of about 50

• Well versed in client demonstrations, pre-sales, trainings and UAT

• Success Stories: 
http://ncrb.nic.in/achievements.htm
http://ncrb.nic.in/NCRBNewsLetterJan_Mar2010.pdf
http://assampolice.com/art8.htm

11.5 years of experience in IT Product Development and Project 
Management through different stages of SDLC, managing cross 
functional and global teams

B.Tech., IIT Kanpur

Amit Kumar

Amit Kumar A
Master of Computer Applications (MCA), CBIT-Osmania University.
Bachelor of Commerce, Osmania University

10 years of experience in delivering financial reporting solutions for US 
HNI clients. Implemented turnkey projects for Fingerprint Bureaus in India
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Project Manager-SAS Analytics, United Health Group

• Initiated project on Claims Analytics & delivered with high profitability & 
stakeholder satisfaction

• Managed diverse team spread across multiple locations

• Achieved100% productivity increase on turn-around time of deliverables

Global Head-SAS CoE, TCS

• Won multiple engagements across verticals thereby resulting in build-up of 250 
associates and multi-million dollars in revenue

• Established satellite Centre of Excellence at Australia for joint go-to-market with 
SAS in APAC

• Planned & executed TCS’ participation in SAS Global Forum, Sweden

• Started first SAS project on Life-Sciences & HealthCare resulting in strategic 
relationship with global pharma client

• Managed team, performed impact analysis, time/conflict-management in cross-
cultural environment

• Led BI Implementations on e2e SAS Enterprise Platform, Operational Risk, 
Campaign Management & Clinical Trials application

• Rich experience of project start-ups & client interaction

National Sales Manager, Firmenich India (Flavour and Fragrance Company) 

• Spearheaded corporate sales for flavours focusing on multinational and large food-
FMCGs

• Achieved business growth with CAGR twice that of industry, increased revenues 
by 80% and expanded customer base by 3-times

• Improved sales efficiency by lowering accounts receivables, inventory and forecast 
variance

• Engaged in driving brand awareness through business development initiatives

• Recruited and inducted new managers, built team to execute strategic roadmap

• Experienced in building relationships, negotiations and managing conflicts

Assistant Manager – Supply Chain, Kellogg India

• Streamlined logistics operations for north region

• Reduced logistics cost by 10% through efficient route planning and 
warehouses set up

• Developed new products for brands, Corn Flakes and Chocos, to accelerate growth

• Started customer care helpline to improve customer engagement

Ankit Gangal
B.Tech., G.B. Pant University, Pantnagar

11 years of global experience in IT Project Management & Pre-
Sales in Life-Sciences, HealthCare & BFSI domain including 
heading SAS Technology globally and project start-ups

Anurag Chadha
Master of Science (Food Technology), CFTRI, Mysore, 
Bachelor of Science (Agriculture Honours), SKN College of Agriculture, Jobner

12 years of multi-functional experience across corporate sales, 
supply chain, product development and quality operations in food 
industry. Worked with Firmenich, Kellogg, and Coca Cola
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Associate Regional Manager, ICICI Prudential Life insurance

• Spearheaded direct marketing channel for critical cities of Delhi, Mumbai & Pune 
for close to 5 years, with last assignment at a regional level

• Led company sales-team of 220 plus employees including Sales managers/Area 
managers and cross functional teams

• Planned & executed a complete business turnaround for the rest of Maharashtra 
in 2009-10

• Awarded the best regional manager throughout 2010-11

Manager-Sales (Personal Loans), Citibank.N.A

• Managed personal loan P&L portfolio across Punjab through DSAs & grew the 
quarterly disbursal by 150%

• Launched Citibank personal loan business in upcountry locations & launched new 
products within unsecured loans category in Punjab

Area Sales Manager (SBI Card), GE Money

• Managed SBI card P&L through direct teams(DSTs) at upcountry locations & 
achieved best approval rates of 70%

Sr. Engineer, NTPC. Ltd.

• Prepared FR and Project-Design-Document, worked out IRR, base line emission 
and amount of Carbon Emission Reduction for the Solar-Project

• Delivered lectures to new joinee at NTPC as in house faculty on Hydro

• Presented paper on aspects of hydro-power-project in National conference on 
Research & Cases in Power Sector held at PMI Noida

Sr. Engineer, NTPC Ltd.

• Managed complete production chain, co-ordinated with multinational agencies 
and posted record progress, worth INR 30cr in single month in 250cr component 
of Hydro project

• Led cross cultural team in achieving project mile stones set by Power Ministry, 
was awarded prestigious “GM’s Meritorious Award”, for outstanding 
performance

• Represented NTPC on Inter governmental committee, Co-ordinated with 
Government agencies as committee member on Environment and R&R issues

11 years of experience in sales-force management & direct 
marketing across retail finance products of cards, personal loans & 
life insurance, with a regional responsibility

PGDM (Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar - XIMB) 
B.E., Mechanical Engineering (Nagpur University)

Anurag Singh

Anurag Singh
B.E., Civil Engineering, BIT – Durg (CG)

7.5 years experience in 800MW Hydro-power Project planning and 
development, worked in technology group preparing Feasibility 
Report and CDM documents for 5 MW Solar-power project
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Integration Head, TCS, India   

• Led $300 million Supervalu India acquisition from an IT integration point of view

• Carried out Contract Planning, Execution & Monitoring, Vendor Management and 
Security Compliance

• Realigned organisation (delivery) structure, project teams and project plans to 
ensure undisrupted delivery of ongoing projects

Programme / Project Manager, TCS, USA

• Won competitive bid to implement end to end Domestic Transportation System at 
one of the largest retailers Target corp

• Pivoted sales and delivery by creating Proposals, Due Diligence, Programme 
Planning, Resource Planning, transitions and SLA based execution

Business Analyst, TCS, USA, UK

• Involved in requirements gathering and analysis, design, development and testing

• Interacted with various client stakeholder teams to understand and document the 
as-Is process and then design the new process

Project Manager, IBM

• Managed customer portfolio ($3m) for the Australian retail banking customer 
including implementation of core banking modernization solution

• Conceived and developed the ideas generation framework that resulted in $2m 
annual savings for the customer

• Member of core account team managing customer relationship and business 
development

Programmer Analyst, Infosys Technologies

• Senior Business Analyst in the trade financing platform for a major European bank 
and developed a team of business analysts. Worked with global sales and 
business team on the customer needs and led a cross functional team to prioritize 
and incorporate the same

• Implemented the knowledge management framework for the customer business, 
IT and testing teams spread across three continents

• Managed telecom billing and business analytics application for a top US 
telecom player

Arkul Sumesh Shenoy
B.E., Industrial and Production Engineering,
Visvesvaraya Technological University, Belgaum

6.5 years experience in IT programme / project management, IT 
SCM functional consulting and retail business analysis. 5 years of 
international experience in Client facing roles across different 
geographies

Ashish Chander Goel
B.E., (Honors) – Mechanical Engineering, Punjab Engineering College, 
Panjab University, Chandigarh 

9.5 years of experience in project management, business analysis 
and customer relationship management in BFSI and telecom 
billing domains
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Software Engineer Senior, Motorola (USA)

• Led multiple teams of size 3 to 10 across diverse locations to develop mobile 
phone software (multimedia, OTA software upgrade) within aggressive deadlines 

• Authored requirements specification for 3G telecom network, messaging 
products software features, planned for timely delivery and handled weekly 
issues, worked with management to resolve blocker issues

• As Process Improvement team-member, worked on reducing operations cost by 
staff month saving, institutionalising processes to enable organisation to deliver 
better quality product

• Rewarded for quality product delivery and software performance improvements

Software Engineer, Cleo Communications (USA)

• Designed secure EDI applications based on network technology supporting 
company strategy to upgrade from legacy mainframe products

• Implemented software module to upgrade existing customers of legacy EDI 
products, enhancing product usability and flexibility

Deliver- Manager BT Retail/BT Wholesale, TechMahindra

• As a Senior Manager (SFIA 6.0) derive delivery leadership from multiple global 
vendors of BT (Infosys, Accenture, BT China and TCS)

• Awarded at corporate level and achieved CSAT of 4.9/5

• Handled teams with annual budget of 13 million pounds

• Pro-active institutionalisation of processes & multi-vendor relationship in a 
globally dispersed environment  •  Delivery efficiency

Project-Manager

• Project Manager  • Specialist trainer in UNIX, C/C++ and telecom domain

Business-Analyst

• Technical bidding

• Presented cost savings analysis and other benefits of migrating various 
databases and report generation software to a single source

IT-Analyst(Team Leader, TCS)

• Worked in banking project as a team leader  •  Module Planning and Team 
Development  • Requirement Analysis  •  Development C++/UNIX/Sybase

• Unit/System Testing  •  Causal Analysis

10 years of diverse IT experience (BFSI/Telecom), last worked as 
Delivery Manager (Driving and influencing multi vendor deliveries 
for British Telecom Global services and Retail)

B.Tech., Computer Science and Engineering

Ashish Panwar

Ashish Singh
M.S., University of Illinois, Chicago (USA) 
B.E., (Honors), Punjab Engineering College, Chandigarh (India)

12 years experience in software engineering, product development 
and project management in telecom, mobiles and EDI domain with 
exposure to post-sales support, 3rd party negotiations
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Product Manager, TCY Learning Solutions Private Ltd.

• Won Star performer award for successfully launching and breaking even a 
school supplemental education product positioned at Classes IX, X & National 
Talent Search Exam (NTSE)

• Spearheaded design, development, launch & promotion of TCY Analytics – 
TCYonline’s unique test performance analytics tool

• Worked extensively on improving the navigation and usability of TCYonline.com

• Led a crucial curriculum design & development project focused on IELTS 
involving CFTs of subject experts, script writers & Voice artists from across the 
globe

• Designed marketing communication for print & online advertising for education 
products and national & international alliances

• Contributed extensively to various portals such as Rediff.com, Pagalguy.com, 
Coolavenues.com, The Daily Pioneer & The Telegraph as exam analyst

Senior Oracle Applications Engineer, Zensar Technologies

• Led, consulted and worked simultaneously on multiple projects in Oracle HRMS 
and Financials. Increased customer satisfaction by 40%

• Collaborated with business development team for growth of key accounts

• Instrumental in recruiting and increasing Oracle Applications team by 25%

Senior Applications Engineer, Oracle India Pvt. Ltd.

• Core developer for Oracle Applications HRMS

• Designed and delivered 2 major enhancements on HRMS thereby improving 
module efficiency by 80%  

• Rated as top 10 solution provider on Oracle Technology Network (a global forum) 
by Oracle HRMS users

• Extensive experience of working with cross-cultural teams

Assistant Systems Engineer, Tata Consultancy Services

• Led four member team for delivering business intelligence software, CASS, from 
inception to delivery for Department of Income Tax, GOI

Atul Prashar
B.E., Industrial Engineering, Punjab Technical University, 
Jalandhar (Bronze Medalist)

11 years of experience in Product Management, Curriculum 
Development, Assessment & Analytics in the Education 
Test Preparation domain with TCY group

Brajesh Ranjan Sinha
B.Tech., Aerospace Engineering, 
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Kharagpur

7 years of experience in ERP product development, business 
analysis and techno-functional consulting in Oracle Applications 
(HRMS and Financials)
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Technical Lead, Aricent Technologies

• Vast telecom VAS experience gained through working with global telecom giants 
across value chain – OEMs, Telecos & ISVs

• Managed multiple R&D teams with the peak team size of 15 members, 
innovating VAS solutions spanning across voice, data and application services 
serving clientele of more than 50 service providers and OEMs across 
geographies

• Maintained consistently high Customer satisfaction ratings (4-5 / 5) throughout 
the tenure

• Led multiple SBU wide skill building programs training more than100 engineers 
across technologies

• Extensive exposure to pre-sales and recruitment activities for the Business Unit

• Recognised by multiple prestigious organization awards such as the “Best 
emerging Icon” (Q2-09) and the “Best Team Builder” (Q1-10) in companywide 
quarterly ceremonies

• “Best Performer” appraisal rating for 3 consecutive years

6 years of IT experience in business analysis, project management 
and client coordination in the insurance and retail practice of 
Cognizant Technology Solutions

B.E., Electronics and Communication, Government College of Engineering, 
Tirunelveli

Chandrakala Esakkipandian

Project Lead – Projects, Cognizant Technology Solutions

• Managed a 15 member project team for the new distribution center rollout for 
global cosmetic direct seller. Instrumental in developing the team and solely 
responsible for the project metrics, schedules, budgets and risks for an account 
worth US$1m

• Performed onsite co-ordination and managed both team-extension and onsite-
offshore models for a global cosmetics direct seller

• Proposed process framework as part of Cognizant 2.0 initiative for the new 
account and significantly improved customer engagement

• Led the performance tuning project for Insurance customer and saved 
US$55,000 as an annual payout to the customers

• Experience in directly reporting to CIO of the company for the project which 
involved brand name and legal entity change for the insurance customer

• Awarded AICPUC certificate for general insurance

Darshit Vora
B.E., Computer Engineering - Nirma Institute of Technology, Ahmedabad

7 years of experience in IT Software Development, Project 
Management and Presales activities primarily in the telecom 
business domain
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Technology Lead (Lead Consultant), Infosys

• In customer facing roles, led the development of IT systems for credit risk 
management and derivatives trading at Shinsei Bank, Japan.  Successfully 
implemented business transformation projects involving multiple business 
divisions, internal and external vendors

• Managed the setup of IT infrastructure for pricing of structured corporate loan 
products for Shinsei Bank which also involved new business process 
formulation

• Led the geographically distributed production support staff of 12 from onsite. 
Managed the migration of 32 supported applications across 3 locations

• Prepared account level project proposals, winning contract worth US$3m

• Received “Best Customer Experience” award from Infosys, APAC. Rated 7/7 in 
client engagement feedback for 5 continuous years

• Successfully designed and implemented IT solutions worth US$5m for DHL

Asst Consultant, TCS

• Led a multi-location team of 20+ associates in one of the largest product 
implementations of TCS’s flagship core banking product

• Responsible for preparing and implementing migration strategies of Core Banking 
Product for large multi-entity projects

• Negotiation and sign off on Migration Strategy from Business and IT departments 
of various Banks

• Led team of Business Analysts  for Gap identification, requirement gathering and 
specifications for Banking Product implementation

• Led the production support team of 18 Associates, for multi country operations of 
a large European Bank

• Led Development teams for country localisations for an European Bank

• Designed and developed Generic tool suit that is used to migrate different legacy 
applications on BaNCS core banking Product

• Won Process improvement award from TCS Paris

Deepak Mishra
B.Pharm., Institute of Technology, Banaras Hindu University (IT-BHU)

8 years of experience in client engagement, project 
management and IT consulting to global firms in Banking 
and Logistics domains

Deepak Sharma
B.E., Computer Science, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela

8 years of experience in Core Banking Product's implementation 
(BaNCS), migration, Gap analysis, system mapping and specifications 
in BFS domain. Experienced in leading multi-location teams
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Channel Development Manager, ETA Star Property Developers LLC, Dubai

• Developing new channels & managing existing ones of sales/revenue in UAE & India

• Managing the team of Residential and Commercial sales

• Ensuring effective branding of ETA at important agencies’

Manager-Sales & Marketing, DLF Ltd.

• Driving Sales in the HNI and NRI Community

• Planning and implementing marketing initiatives for Residential Division

• Scanning the environment for opportunities and threats

• Conducting feasibility study for the prospective projects

Assistant Manager-Sales, Hotel Hans Plaza

• Selling Hotel room nights through corporate tie-ups and travel agents

• Managing Customer Relationships, Revenue Control and Competitors analysis

• Handling entire hotel operations as duty manager

Front Office, Hotel Le Meridien

• Developing relationship with Airlines and high volume clients

• Handling Hotel reception as shift-in-charge

Consultant, Siemens Information Systems Ltd.

• Managed and led multiple modules in design and development of US$10m 
totally integrated automation (TIA) project

• Instituted strategic product competency center and developed in-house 
expertise of Automation and Drives domain

• Effectively communicated with multiple stakeholders for ensuring co-ordinated, 
consistent and transparent exchange of information

• Designed and developed a dynamic device simulator and filed an invention 
disclosure

Senior Software Engineer, Covansys-A CSC company

• Led a team of 6 members in software development and implementation of title 
insurance project for a leading US company

• Winner of the Excellence award in the year 2007 for delivering highest 
quality work

• Co-ordinated internal quality audit and helped project teams in taking quality 
improvement measures

11 years of target driven Sales & Marketing experience in Real Estate 
and Hotel Industry in India (NCR Delhi, Goa) & Middle East (Dubai)

PGDBM (Marketing), Symbiosis, Pune, B.Sc. (Hotel Administration), 
IHM-Goa & IGNOU, B.A. (Economics, Mathematics) Delhi University

Devvart Rana

Dinakar Ramaprasad
PGDIS, TASMAC, University of Wales, B.E., Computer Science, 
National Institute of Engineering, Mysore University

7.5 years of experience in project management, product design 
and development of IT products and services
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IT Utilities(T&D) Consultant, Wipro Technologies

• Coordinated responses for RFP while working in Utilities T&D Pre-Sales.

• Participated in £15m ERP implementation programme (SAP PM) that 
re-engineered Asset Management and Work Management processes of a 
leading Utility Industry client in UK

• Trained in SAP PM and Certified in TOGAF

• Lead the Street Work Management re-engineering team that was awarded 
the Team of the Year at UK Utility Industry Achievement Awards 2008

• Managed teams of business and technical analysts to successfully develop, 
formalize and implement multiple projects worth £8m for leading Utility 
Industry client in UK

• Consulted, co-ordinated and Risk Managed a multi-vendor multi-stakeholder 
programme in a client engagement role in UK for Connection and Distribution 
business

• Sound functional experience in designing emergency, maintenance, 
customer and construction processes of utilities that cover EAM, Scheduling, 
GIS, Grid Monitoring and Mobile software applications

Operations Manager, Shanti Portfolios

• Accountable for reinforcing company strategies, ensuring quality services & 
handling crisis management

• Effectively reduced the raw material (steel) cost for Shanti Portfolios by forging a 
contractual agreement with Tata Steels

Senior Executive, Honda Siel Cars India Ltd.

• Represented Honda India by presenting Marutoku Theme of ‘Cost Reduction 
through improvement in Logistics & Cost Reduction’ at Honda, Vietnam & Thailand

• Co-ordinator of Honda Global project of Hazardous Chemical Removal to ensure 
Honda products are accepted globally

• Involved in budgeting funds for procurement, negotiating better payment terms to 
maximize cost savings from vendors and in executing various cost reduction 
projects

• Qualified Internal Auditor of ISO-9001:2000 certified by TQMI & Internal Auditor of 
ISO-14001:2002 certified by CII

Foram Y Mehta
B.E., Mechanical, Maharaja Sayajirao University, Baroda

11 years of IT consulting and pre-sales experience in EAM of 
Utilities Transmission and Distribution (T&D) domain

Gaurav Bansal
B.Tech., Mechanical Engineering, 
Institute of Technology – Banaras Hindu University (IT-BHU)

7 years of experience in Purchase Operations, Commercial Operations, 
Vendor Management, Cost Rationalization and Inventory Control 
Management in Automobile & Infrastructure sector supply chains
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Senior Product Manager- Dainik Bhaskar

• Responsible for developing new product lines based on research analysis

• Integrate media vehicles of the group to enhance reach for print advertisers

• Conceive Ideas to Integrate client needs with company’s product resulting in 
incremental revenue 

Marketing Head - Radio Mirchi

• Part of core team established to maintain the market leader position in Delhi

• Analysis of listenership research data for content integration with Programming 
Team

• Marketing promotions, visibility tie-ups, PR and Activation to enhance listenership

• Developed experiential marketing platforms for the brand to interact with the 
consumer

Account Manager- India Today

• Responsible for conceptualising, selling and executing custom publishing products

• Handled key clients like the US Embassy, Amway 

• Account Manager for Harmony magazine- a niche magazine targeting senior citizens 

System Analyst, Accenture Services Pvt. Ltd.

• Worked on presales, proposal writing, cost budgeting and resource planning

• Led team of 40 associates as Project manager for ERP implementation

• As part of oracle capability team worked on building knowledge repository, 
training and recruitment

IT Analyst, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

• Successfully pitched for new projects which include one major sales pitch of ERP 
implementation worth US$2m

• Worked as site leader for GE Plastics Pittsfield location. Took responsibility of 
presales and business development and helped TCS in 200% revenue and 250% 
headcount growth in 8 months

• Exposure of operational activity like contract preparation, budgeting, billing and 
profit calculation

• Led TCS team which implemented a six sigma project for GE Plastics and helped 
them save US$4.5m

8 years of sales and marketing experience in the Media Industry. 
Profiles handled include Brand Activation, Brand Management, 
Product Development, Business Development and Client Servicing

B.A., (Honors) Psychology, Punjab University, Chandigarh

Gurpreet Mehdiratta

Himanshu Bhangre
B.E., Electronics and Telecommunications, GEC Jabalpur, RGPV University

7.5 years of global experience in executing IT projects, business 
analysis, presales, and business development in ERP and SCM 
domain
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Program Manager, TCS India, USA, Belgium

• Managed €1m program to do Proof of Concept for a PIM product in Premedia 
business area of a Belgian Retailer

• Managed €2m program to deploy SAS Retail Intelligence 9.2 for the Belgian 
client

• Managed the product development of an ITSM tool for Nielsen’s IT environment

• Experience in payment card applications such as New Accounts, Billing, 
Posting, Accounting & Collections

• Experience in core Retail applications such as Inventory Management and 
Merchandising

• Won the MAKO partner award from “Target Technology Services” for 
outstanding contributions in their support systems

• Managed around 35 associates, gaining excellent people management and 
performance management skills

• Seasoned auditor with TCS Internal audit group. Made contributions to the 
quality initiatives of multiple projects

PM /Technical Lead, Wipro Technologies

• Engaged with client for Requirements. Led Technical Development, Testing and 
Support activities for several modules of NSN PLM system

• Set up and led a development and support team for Nortel Networks. Annual 
revenues close to half a million USD. Achieved a CSAT rating of 7 on 7 
consistently

• Also involved in Recruitment and Training for Project teams

Technical Lead, MatrixOne India/Scandent Solutions

• Led a 5 member Product Development team for MatrixOne US (Now part of 
Dassault Systèmes)

• Led an 8 member team on a Product development project for GECIS/GENPACT. 
Revenues close to US$1m annually

Engineer (Materials & Vendor Development), LML Scooters Ltd.

• Managed tools and material requirements of various department of 
the organisation

• Vendor Development 

Karthikeyan Chandran
B.Tech., Instrumentation Engineering, 
Madras Institute of Technology, Anna University

8.5 years of experience in project management, IT consulting and 
ADM (Application Development and Maintenance) in retail and 
payment card domains. ITIL Certified (V2 Foundation)

Khalid Umar Khan
B.Tech., AMU, Aligarh 

9.5 years of experience in Manufacturing and Software 
Development in various roles and activities; from Product Design & 
Development to Project Management
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Project Manager, Aricent-India

• Led a 15-member team through 23 on-time deliveries (worth US$1.75m) and 
improved productivity by 100% saving US$1.1m

• Worked with telecom giants like Ericsson, Alcatel-Lucent and Alcatel-Shanghai-
Bell and won top Customer-Satisfaction-Rating for three consecutive years

• Extensive experience in project estimation, sizing, planning, team-building, 
process-engineering and people-management

• Collaborated with pre-sales team, responded to RFPs and won projects worth US$4m

• Expertise in Communication/Network-processor engineering for Wireline access & 
Mobile backhaul applications

• Promoted as the youngest technical leader and rated best-performer for four 
consecutive years

• Co-ordinated with multicultural teams from the US, Sweden, Taiwan and Shanghai

Software Engineer, Delphi Automotive Systems-India/France

• Led a 4-member team to deliver CRDi-Engine control application for Daimler-
Chrysler

• Streamlined implementation processes of Indian team to align with French team

Manager-Engineering Research Center, Tata Motors

• Managed projects in transmission design; worked on requirement analysis, 
specifications finalization, option generation, selection, development and 
validation for HCVs

• Designed gearbox for in-house production. Proposed cost saving: Rs.1lakh/vehicle

• Led the team for approving and installing suppliers’ gearbox in Prima trucks, 
instrumental in launching 4 variants that generated revenues of Rs.500Cr per 
annum

• Co-ordinated with various agencies in new product development

Dy. Manager-R&D, Mahindra Tractors

• Key role in capturing customer voice through field research for deriving technical 
specifications for tractor and aggregates

• Instrumental in benchmarking domestic and export product lines against 
competition to draw technology roadmap and competition analysis

• Developed transmission for 30-65 HP range tractors in consultation with AVL at 
its Austria research centre

• Worked with the service team for facilitating faster upgrade of field vehicles

7 years of experience in Project management, Software product 
development and Pre-sales support in telecommunication and 
automotive domains

B.E., Electronics and Communication, College of Engineering – Guindy, 
Anna University, Chennai

Madhan K Panchaksharam

Rajeshkumar Mandhana
B.E., Mechanical Engineering, Walchand Institute of Technology, Solapur

7 years of experience in Product Design and Development, Project 
Management and Customer support in Automobile sector
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Project Manager, Agilent Technologies

• Managed complex e-Business projects for world's largest Measurement 
Equipment manufacturer Agilent Technologies

• Setup cross-functional teams and managed 24/7 support operations of 
www.agilent.com; the website contributes US$150m to Agilent’s US$6b annual 
revenue

• Conducted competitive analysis for outsourcing for Agilent IT; presented 
recommendations to executive management

Senior Consultant, BroadVision Inc.

• Responsible for technical delivery at Indian Railways e-ticketing, www.irctc.co.in, 
India's largest e-Commerce business 

• Improved scalability of irctc.co.in by six times and launched booking service for 
10,000 Railway agents

• Managed platform migration of India's largest regional newspaper portal, 
www.manoramaonline.com owned by Malyala Manorama. Helped them become 
top five newspaper portal in the world

Senior Technical Analyst, TechMahindra

• Designed and developed online billing and e-Commerce services for British 
Telecom (www.bt.com)

Assistant Operations Manager, Mugalsarai Division, East Central Railway

• Implemented the change from a traditional manual charting system to a 
computerised Control Office Application based system. This led to increase in 
throughput by 5% and decrease in operator fatigue

• Introduced No Crew Change Freight Trains between Mugalsarai and adjacent 
divisions. The savings on crew costs for these trains was Rs. 2.21cr per year

• Executed layout changes in Mugalsarai yard, the largest yard in India.

Assistant Commercial Manager, Secunderabad Division, South Central Railway

• Achieved a sales revenue of more than Rs.18 lacs per annum

• Collaborated with the industry for the success of the Long Term Special Incentive 
Scheme which increased revenue by Rs. 45.6cr per year 

• Made Terminal Management System operative in 10 freight terminal

Manish Chandra
B.E., Civil Engineering, Delhi College of Engineering

10 years of experience in e-Business consulting, business process 
re-engineering and project management

Manish Rai 
IAS Allied Officer from the 2005 Civil Services Exam Batch,
MBBS, King George’s Medical College, Lucknow

8 years of varied experience across geographies in freight/ 
coaching operations, commercial activities, project planning and 
execution, and medical practice
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Unit Manager-Mutual Fund Operations, CAMS Pvt. Ltd.

• Managed registrar and transfer agent operations for IDBI, Franklin Templeton and 
BNP Paribas Mutual Fund Houses

• Reduced high value error ppm to 0 and overall error ppm to 64 against company 
average of 354

• Managed profitability from operations

Client Relationship Manager, Citibank

• Managed current accountsand increased book size by 200% and fee revenue by 75%. 

• Awarded Employee of the month across Citibank India in Dec-08 for outstanding 
performance

Deputy Manager-Channel Planning & Executive 
Assistant to COO, Ashok Leyland Ltd. 

• Planned and managed pan India sales &service distribution network

• Designed and implemented channel viability model and Balanced Score Card for 
channel partners

• Project lead for rolling out Key Account management, Business Intelligence and 
National Helpline projects

Project Lead/Project Manager, Infosys Technologies Ltd.

• Managed project portfolios of Infosys engagement for client’s large migration 
project from Legacy systems to SAP-Banking platform for a premier 
European bank

• Led cross functional teams for Business Analysis, Build and System Testing 
while coordinating with Client, SAP and IBM teams for delivery

• Anchored many pre-sales activities of SAP-CRM Practice for potential 
customers in Europe and the US geographies

Team Lead/Resource Manager, CSC

• Managed resourcing of a new engagement for Fortune 50 client in BFSI 
vertical

• Established new application support team for a legacy application transition 
from Europe to India operations and stabilised operations for one complete 
business process of the top European Insurance client

6.5 years of experience in marketing, operations and client 
relationship management in BFSI and manufacturing domain. Also 
worked as an Executive Assistant to COO.

B.Tech., Mechanical Engineering, IT - BHU

Manoj Kumar Singh

Mohit Gupta
B.Tech., Electronics & Communications, G.B.P.U. A & T, Pantnagar

9 years of diverse international experience in IT Project 
Management and Pre-sales - serving Fortune 100 clients in BFSI 
domain across Europe and NA
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Deputy General Manager - Corporate Accounts & MIS, 
Godrej Consumer Products Ltd.

• Spearheaded the accounting streamlining project with participation from all 
departments in the company

• Reduced turn-around time of monthly MIS by 50%. Was awarded 
“High Flyers Award”

• Implemented IFRS

Manager – Credit Control, Central Region, SABMiller India

• Led the commercial function encompassing pricing and sourcing of SKUs, 
collections, trade scheme claims settlement, sales tax assessments, 
capital expenditure proposals, and inventory and freight cost monitoring

• Reduced DSO from 24 days to 18 days, resulting in an annual saving of Rs.18m

Plant Finance Head, Modern Foods Industries Ltd. 
(100% Subsidiary of Hindustan Uniliver Ltd.)

• Led 11member finance team at Mumbai plant (a profit center)

• Turned around the team’s corporate ranking from sixth position to second 
position within a year

Software Development Manager -I, Dell Services

• Worked as an Integration Specialist at St Joseph Health System (SJHS), 
California and implemented multiple Healthcare initiatives across departments. 
Awarded “Certificate-of-Excellence” for exemplary contribution to Materials 
management project implementation

• Involved in benchmarking SJHS IT processes against Meaningful Use Stage –I 
criterion, earning additional revenue of US$6m from the US government

• Managed the Dell team and client relationship during the implementation of Total 
Peri-Operative Automation across SJHS 14 hospitals, a project worth US$2m

• Developed and administered the complete training program for the ramp-up of 
Dell Services Integration team. Received quarterly Bronze award for seamless 
integration of Dell and SJHS’s teams

• Consulted Client on IT Asset Management, a first-of-its-kind consulting from Dell 
Services in Business Process Re-engineering

Nitin Agrawal
C.A., B.Com, (Honours), Calcutta University

6.5 Years of experience in Finance and Commercial Department in 
FMCG sector and 3 Years of Articleship training at Price Water house

Pankaj Chandna
B.Tech., Electronics & Communication Engineering, 
National Institute of Technology - Kurukshetra

7 years of experience in Software Development and Project 
Management in the Healthcare domain across multiple geographies
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Business Analyst, TATA Consultancy Services Ltd.

• Implemented LEAN in Deutsche Bank operations US, UK and India across 
multiple products, leading to improvements in operation model and saving of 
more than US$3m

• Performed process reengineering and transition of Deutsche Bank operations 
from onshore to offshore/ near shore location saving more than 120 FTE per 
product line

• Lead a 10 member team for Data maintenance project for AVIVA insurance. 
Reduced cost by efficient data Analysis, correction and bug fixing. Received 
client appreciation and brought business to TCS

Software Engineer, Infosys Technologies Ltd.

• Mainframe application developer of Debit Card system for AETNA insurance 
company. Efficient implementation and process reengineering led to reduction in 
cost and FTE

Project Leader, IBM

• Managed a team of 20 involved in the development of mainframe based 
software solutions for a US based Pharmacy benefit manager

• Led a successful implementation of LEAN

Senior Consultant, Capgemini

• Managed a team of 20 in customer facing role involved in the development and 
implementation of credit card risk solutions such as FALCON and SAS FM for 
HSBC

• Led the implementation of FALCON and SAS FM for various business units of 
HSBC such as – Europe, Mexico, Canada, Middle East, Malaysia and India

• Worked with SAS on behalf of HSBC for the development of a new fraud 
detection product (SAS FM)

• Assisted senior management in multiple business development and process 
improvement proposals for client

• Received “HSBC Risingstar” award in 2009

8 years of experience in Business Analysis and Software 
development in the Insurance and Banking domain across multiple 
geographies

B.E., Electrical & Electronics Engineering, 
Birla Institute of Technology - Mesra

Prachi Vimal

Prafulla Kumar
B.Tech., Computer Science and Engineering 
Harcourt Butler Technological Institute, Kanpur

8 years of experience in client engagement, project management 
and providing IT consulting to international banks and financial 
institutions in credit cards risk management domain
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Assistant News Editor, The Times of India, New Delhi

• Led a team of 8 on city desk

• Responsibility for news selection, slotting, rewriting, clearing headlines and 
ensuring a flawless and content rich edition on a day-to-day basis

• News coordination and planning, monitoring the production workflow

• Worked extensively on special projects like the coverage of business, political and 
infrastructural aspects of the Commonwealth Games 

• Articles published across various sections from editorial to business pages

Senior copy editor, The Indian Express, Mumbai

• Responsible for handling the Mumbai/Maharashtra political desk of the main paper

Reporter-cum-copy editor, Oman Tribune, Muscat, Oman

• Reported extensively on business and interviewed CEOs from telecom and tourism 
sectors

Copy editor, The Times of India, Patna

• Reported extensively on political economy

• Covered Lok Sabha elections from rural hinterland

Lead Consultant, Headstrong India Pvt. Ltd.

• Specialist in Financial Trading Platforms, Position Keeping, Financial Risk 
Management Solutions such as Kondor Plus

• Managed teams to support trading platforms including front, middle and back 
office operations

• Responsibilities varied from servicing technical/functional requests/issues from 
users/IT partners, Incident/Problem/Change management, capacity planning, tools 
development, business-aligned project work and technical leadership

• Product coverage included IR swaps, Currency Swaps, Futures, FRAs, 
Caps/Floors, Options and Exotic/Structured products, Treasury Instruments

• Conducted trainings in varied finance domain areas including basic finance, 
investment banking, equities, fixed income and derivatives

Software Engineer, Infosys Technologies Ltd.

• Led four member testing team for a publishing client Lexis Nexis

• Achieved considerable reduction in testing effort for multiple releases of a project

Prasanna Raghav
PG diploma in print journalism from Asian College of Journalism (4th rank); 
B.A. (Honors) English literature from PU (first class first)

Close to 8 years of experience in print journalism with exposure to 
various beats ranging from politics to business in India and abroad

Prashant Goyal
B.Tech., Textile Technology, IIT Delhi 

8.5 years of experience in software development, project 
management and business development in investment banking 
domain. Firsthand experience of starting a new venture
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Senior Associate – Projects, Cognizant Technology Solutions India Ltd.

• Led a team of 12 persons for 8 months for Multi State rollout of different P&C 
Insurance products of a leading Insurance company of USA using diverse 
technology products matching their fast growing business model

• Led a team of 6 persons for 18 months to develop an online Vendor 
Management application and Titling/Closing services portal of a leading real 
estate services company of the USA to streamline with RESPA regulations

• Led a team of 5 persons for 6 months for development and search engine 
optimization of an Internet portal of a leading Hotel group of India

• Cognizant Certified Professional in business domains of General Insurance, 
Real Estate, Travel and Hospitality

• Brain-Bench certified in Microsoft technologies

Associate Professor & Manager, Health care centers, Christian Medical College

• Managed and trained personnel for national pulse polio immunization campaign 

• Conceptualized and led research studies (10 published papers in leading medical 
journals)

• Trained medical graduates, doctors and health workers

Programme manager, Maternal Child Health, SSRYVY  

• Led initiatives aimed at reducing morbidity and mortality

• Organized and coordinated drives to improve healthcare through outreach camps 
and awareness campaigns

Medical Officer, Sri Krishna Hospital and Research Center 

• Led multiple healthcare teams collaborating with local communities 

• Handled emergency clinical care and logistics

Resident Doctor, GTB Hospital

• Built capacity for health care centers 

• Led in-depth quantitative research in Adolescent health

Medical Intern, RML, Kalawati Saran Hospitals 

• Worked in tertiary health set-ups in super speciality areas

6.6 years of experience in IT Project Management, in various 
business domains like Insurance (P&C), Travel & Hospitality, 
Airlines and Real Estate

B.E., (Honors) Electronics and Communication, 
MCKV Institute of Engineering, Vidyasagar University

Prasun Roy

Pratibha Dabas
M.D., Community Medicine, Maulana Azad Medical College, Delhi University.  
MBBS, Lady Hardinge Medical College, DU., Healthcare Management, Apollo Hospitals

11 years of experience in public health management, healthcare 
operations and medical education
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Tech Lead (Onsite Co-ordinator) – Infosys Tech Ltd, USA

• Consulted & executed US$0.5m project for US bank related to credit card 
transaction discount payment analysis in Merchant services division

• Executed system enhancement project for Discover card processing in 
Merchant division of Bank in a span of 1.5 years with team size of 55 people 

• Managed Bank’s Consumer real estate loan processing application with 
monthly disbursement of US$1billion, including disaster planning and legal 
compliances

• Consulted on architecture change of Datamart application resulting in 
annualised saving of US$100k for Bank

• Managed multiple geographical teams, Won MVP award for execution 
performance, worked on IBM, Unisys mainframes and Informatica

• Organised fundraising events for NGO “EKAL Vidyalaya foundation of USA”

IT Consultant, Nordstrom (Seattle)

• Product Development and Delivery lead for releases of Nordstrom’s CRM and 
Merchandising products

• Alliance with Sales Team, Business Analysts and Product Managers to define 
product specifications

• Project, contracts, budget planning and management with IT and Business 
Leadership teams of Nordstrom and Infosys

• Managing an IT team of 5-20 members

• Project Lead in delivering a successful CRM project resulting into revenue of 
US$3m for Infosys

Programmer Analyst, Walgreens (Chicago)

• Roles from Senior Software Developer to Technical Lead developing and 
managing store projects

• Coordination with Infosys Account Management, Walgreens IT Leadership and 
offshore Technical teams

• Recognised by Infosys for maintaining a healthy relationship with Competitor 
Company while working in same team

• Project CMM Rating improved from Level 3 to Level 5

• Awarded for high performance standards by Infosys Retail Management team

Pravin Shanker
B.E., Mechanical P.C.E. & A. Nagpur University

8 years of multinational experience in Client Engagement, Project 
Management and Business development for fortune 50 firms in 
BFSI domain

Rachit Khare
B.E., Visvesvaraya Technical University, Bangalore 

8.5 Years of experience with Infosys Technologies majority (5.5 
years) being in the US working as a Technical Consultant/Product 
Development and Delivery lead with the US retail firms
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Project Lead and Test Analyst, Steria India Ltd.

• Consulted and designed QA solutions for international clients such as 
Marks & Spencer, Barclays Bank, Merrill Lynch and UK Governmental 
contracts in domains ranging from Banking and Finance to Retail and HR

• Led end-to-end projects for a team size upto 20

• Managed business critical projects spread across six geographies for 
Marks & Spencer

• Recipient of multiple awards from Senior Management for showcasing 
testing expertise and winning multiple projects

• 2 years of experience in client relationship management role in the UK

• Set up a Test Center of Excellence in Global Delivery Model leveraging the 
testing expertise, best practices and knowledge management

Technical Lead – Wireless Group, Broadcom Semiconductor, Bangalore

• Led a team responsible for backend design and final delivery of the WLAN 
project to the foundry; company earned over US$50m in profits from this 
product

• Worked on chips used in different handsets and laptops by companies 
like – Apple, Dell, Lenovo etc

• Managed the projects with geographically dispersed teams

Senior Design Engineer – Wireless Group, Freescale Semiconductor, Noida

• Managed relations with key EDA vendors

• Led process formulation and automation initiatives which helped in project 
cycle time reduction by 20%

• Got a patent for amending the routing process, which helped to cut down 
the chip cost by 5%

• Co-authored a paper on “Design Optimisation Technique”, published in 
Mentor Graphics user conference - User2User

7 Years of IT experience in Project Management and QA 
Consulting

B.Tech., Computer Science and Engineering from GNITS (JNTU)

Rajbeer Kaur

Rajesh Bansal
M.Tech., VLSI Design Tools and Technology, IIT Delhi
B.Tech., Computer Science and Engineering, HBTI Kanpur

7 years of experience in Project Management, and Product 
Design and Development in Semiconductor Industry
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Business Intelligence Architect, Bank of America

• Owned BI solution architecture of key HR processes related to pay parity 
analysis, affirmative action reporting, severance and retention

• Managed project delivery in geographically distributed and multi vendor 
environment

Business Intelligence CoE lead, Life-Sciences & Healthcare vertical of TCS

• Managed RFP/RFI responses and won multiple BI projects within 
Life-Sciences & Health Care vertical

• Led a team of 14 experts who supported BI teams in entire LSHC vertical and 
did POCs, skill development and issue resolution as part of delivery assurance

• Delivered BI solutions across different domains for clients like Apple Inc, 
Warner Brothers, Johnson & Johnson, and GE Equipment Services

• Conducted trainings on multiple BI technologies as per requirements of 
various accounts

Associate Manager – SQA Engineering, BMC Software

• Built and successfully managed a team of 17 people for addressing the short-
term and mid-term QA needs

• Streamlined QA processes and rolled-out Agile methodology practices in the 
BU, and setup QA strategy in several projects

• Bagged “Star Award” certificate of appreciation for outstanding performance

Senior Software Engineer, HSBC Global Technology

• As Business Simulation Exercise (BSE) coordinator, led dry runs of insurance 
operation across multiple cities for the launch of a new insurance company of 
HSBC in Saudi Arabia

• Successfully completed functional and non-functional testing of entire internet 
banking website of HSBC, Canada, and of Life and General insurance products 
of HSBC in Middle East

• Bagged “Thank You” award for conceiving and implementing an organisation-
wide Knowledge Management system

Sachin Goyal
B.Tech., Computer Engineering, National Institute of Technology Kurukshetra

11 years of experience in managing IT services and products in 
global service delivery model across multiple domains like media & 
entertainment, healthcare, HR, and leasing

Samir Ranjan
B.Tech., Civil Engineering, IIT Kharagpur

9.5 years of experience in IT Project Management and Software 
Quality Assurance in Business Service Management (BSM) and 
BFSI domains
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Lead Presales – APAC and India, Consulting & Enterprise Solutions, 
Mahindra Satyam, Hyderabad

• Lead the presales activities for the APAC and India geographies

• Revenue generation of over US$5m in this region in FY 2010 – 2011  

• Key member of the solution design team for several winning bids in the APAC 
and India regions for clients  

• Conceptualized, designed and implemented the BVE website

Partner – Priority Circle, ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd, Hyderabad 

• Founding member of Priority Circle division 

• Member of the Priority Elite Group consisting of top 5 % Managers across the 
Priority Circle

• Winner of the “Sone Pe Suhaga” Contest, one among 4 winners Pan-India

• Ensured the Highest number of Million Dollar Round Table qualifiers from his  
team in the branch

Senior Project Manager, Dell Services and Intersoft Data Labs

• Managed maintenance, development and migration projects generating annual 
revenues of $2m

• Delivered multiple diverse-technology projects for Fortune 50 clients in BFSI 
Domain

• Instrumental in setting up IBM Mainframe and PHP technology practice

• Played key role in CMM3 certification by identifying gaps, defining and 
implementing process. Experience in implementation of ISO27001 Information 
Security framework

• Recognized with “Manager of the Year” and “Star Performer of the Year” award in 
Intersoft for overall contribution to company’s growth

Application Programmer – IBM Global Services

• Travelled to client location for the initial knowledge transfer and did the project 
transition to offshore

• Implemented VbV (Verified By Visa) functionality for the largest bank of Singapore

8.5 years experience in Sales, Marketing, and Consulting in the 
Financial Services, IT Services, and Infrastructure space

PGDBA, Icfaian Business School, Hyderabad
B.Sc (Honors) Statistics, Hindu College, University of Delhi

Sandeep Chatterjee

Sanjay Varyani
B.Tech., IIT - Delhi

10.5 years of experience in IT Project Management, Competency 
Set-up and Onsite-Offshore transition management in Banking, 
Financial Services and Healthcare domain
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Solution Architect and Lead Consultant, Tata Consultancy Services

• Led the “Migration” focus area at the corporate level for Microsoft Technologies 
based Services and Solutions. 

• Has done exemplary work in Presales, Competency building, Knowledge Assets, 
and Branding in “Migration” focus area

• Has done extensive Client presentations and Proposal Writing with a conversion 
rate of over 65%. (80% were existing customers and 20% new accounts.)

• Has been key member of the business development teams in the area of 
Windows 7 and Office 2010 Migration for North America, UK and Europe and 
APAC Markets

Module Lead, Infosys Technologies Ltd.

• Led the performance tuning team for a large engagement for a 
Utilities company in the US

• Awarded Infosys Internal R-n-R for outstanding contribution to project 
(Technical)

LOB Test Lead, Cognizant Technology Solutions

• Managed a US$1m testing portfolio for a global investment bank

• Received “BFSI-Testing Innovator” award for streamlining the production 
release-cycles across multiple projects within the testing portfolio

• Mentored and trained the team in building knowledge repository, implementing 
process tailoring and achieving quality goals

Technology Lead, Infosys Technology Ltd. 

• Successfully managed and delivered a US$1m Agile testing project for a leading 
US financial institution with a team of 16 professionals

• Developed an automated testing framework solution and improved productivity 
by 20% for a US analytics firm

• Led a multi-vendor cross-functional 40 member QA team located across 
geographies for a US brokerage firm

• Worked on pre-sales activities

• Awarded “Most Valuable Player” for delivery excellence and business 
development

Satyajit Senapati
MCA (Gold Medalist), College of Engineering and Technology, BPUT, Orissa
B.Sc. (Comp Sc(H), University Topper), Utkal University, Orissa

7 years of experience in IT industry with experience in development, 
project management, presales and business development support

Saurabh Kukreti
B.E., Electronics and Communication, Dehradun Institute of Technology, 
Meerut University

8 Years of experience in IT Project Management, Client 
Relationship Management, Consulting and Business Development 
in Banking, Financial Services and Insurance Domain
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Functional Lead, HCL Japan (3.5 years)

• Instrumental in increasing project revenues from JP¥20m to JP¥100m

• Mentored team of 5 engineers to analyse and resolve issues in various PLC 
stages of (Android and Symbian) smartphones

• Secured timely launch of client’s first smartphone with AT&T in the US market

• Adapted to blend in a culturally diverse team by learning basic Japanese 
language (Cleared JLPT Level-4) 

• Accomplished the rating of outstanding performer for two consecutive years

• Won Awesome Attitude Award after 6 months of work on a client assignment

Software Engineer, ST Microelectronics

• Developed usecases, multimedia drivers and applications for multiple mobile 
platforms 

• Participated in troubleshooting camp held in France, India for the platform 
used in Nokia-N96 device

Senior Software Engineer, Fidelity Business Services India Ltd.

• Established the Portfolio Data Services Project – for building customised stock 
market indexes, in Fidelity India

• Key developer in the CDB project, to analyse the performance of Fidelity mutual 
funds in their peer group

• Spearheaded the first lean six sigma project in my business unit and realized 35% 
effort reduction;  Certified  as “Green belt in lean six sigma”

• SME for the scheduling tool - Autosys;  Have trained over 200 associates in the 
technology

• Winner of the “Vote or Veto” session (Year: 2007) in Technology Services 
Division, Bangalore 

• Recognised with “on the spot”, “You have earned it” and “Quality idol” awards 
for my knowledge sharing initiatives and individual excellence

Software Engineer, Hewlett-Packard GlobalSoft Ltd.

6 Years of experience in Technology Consulting, Client Relationship 
management and Product Development (Smartphone Technologies). 
Pursuing CFA charter, CFA Institute, USA (Cleared Level I)

B.E., Computer Science, Delhi College of Engineering, Delhi University

Saurav Bhatia

Senthil Ganesh Murugan
B.E., Electrical and Electronics, Coimbatore Institute of
Technology (CIT), Coimbatore

7+ years of experience in software development and people 
management, with good understanding of asset management 
domain
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Technical Lead, Itaas India Pvt. Ltd., Noida, India

• Managed development team for Set-top box browser development for 
US Cable MSOs

• Role involved Code-reviews, Architecture Design, development-tracking, status 
calls with US project management team and client. Collaborated with client at its 
US office for significant product improvements

Technical Project Lead, Info Edge India Ltd. (aka www.naukri.com), Noida, India

• Led the whole team of 12 Software developers of India’s No. 1 real-estate 
web-portal www.99acres.com (Having revenues of 25 crores+)

• Handled live Production-system, releases, builds, development-tracking, code-
reviews, co-ordination with Product, Sales, QA and Technical-Support teams

Member Technical Staff, Oracle India Development Center, Bangalore, India

• Development team member of Oracle Identity and Access Management group

• Worked on enhancing capabilities of bulk-tools of Oracle Internet Directory (OID)

Business Analyst, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

• Lead Business Analyst for the Discretionary Enhancements team at Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch, Global Market Operations Technology, London, UK.

• Change ownership including resource supply planning, estimation, analysis 
and QA for bimonthly enhancement cycles, with an average benefit of 
US$20,000 per upgrade

• Gained experience of post trade transaction management and clearing and 
settlement processes in EMEA markets

Application Analyst, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

• Responsible for performance revival of the quantitative-risk reporting at Citi 
Mortgage, St. Louis, USA.

• Achieved 90% application availability by eliminating daily performance 
glitches and lags

Module Leader and Software Developer, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

• Led the clearing and risk-management module of six members

• Implemented policy and regulatory enhancements for National Securities 
Clearing Corporation Ltd.

Shashwat Srivastava
B.Tech., Computer Science and Engineering, IIT Guwahati, India

7 years of experience in software product development, 
architecture design, project management and leading teams of 
size upto 12. Expert of Web-2.0/ Internet related technologies

Sheetal Karnataki
B.E., Information Technology, Thadomal Shahani Engineering College, 
Mumbai University

7 years of experience in IT Services sector, in the domain of 
financial services and capital markets
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Validation Lead/Sr.Validation Consultant, Genentech, Inc. USA

• Led Validation effort for a $750,000 EDMS Replacement for Singapore division

• Managed small-scale Validation projects for GMP systems such as B2B/SD-Ex 
and SIMS M&E

• One of Key Validation Consultant for several GMP applications in Bio-tech 
Environment including Change Control and Discrepancy Management systems

• Authored Risk Assessments, Validation Protocols and Test Scripts to upgrade 
TrackWise system to current version

Sr. Software Quality Engineer, Medtronic, Inc. USA

• Sole Validation representative for a US$1.2m ERP implementation project 

• Led efforts towards successful completion of CAPA related to training and 
procedural non-conformance

• Involved with CIO and Director of IT-Applications for vendor assessment and 
selection of Clinical System 

• Improved IT Department’s training compliance from 69% to 95% within 2 months

• SME for 21 CFR Part-11 compliance for Kyphon Business Unit

Sr. Consultant - CRM, Cognizant

• Handled, executed and turned around critical BPM projects worth more than 
$200K through process re-engineering, streamlining and performance 
enhancement; ushered in sustainable practices for value management of the 
projects

• Collaborated and co-ordinated with multicultural, cross-functional teams – 
business (client), technology and hardware – to set up seamlessly integrated 
client IT systems

• Mentored team members and groomed them into project leaders

• Certified Methodology Black Belt in Pegasystems’ PRPC BPM Suite

• Certified Workflow Architect in Pegasystems’ Pega WORKS

• Edited, designed and published the bi-monthly Cognizant BPM practice newsletter

• Received “Exceeds All Expectations” appraisal rating twice consecutively in the 
last three years

Executive Engineer (Operations & Maintenance), NTPC Ltd.

• Experienced in operating 210 MW BHEL boiler

• Exposure in maintenance of power plant equipment

Somdeb Banerjee

8.25 years of diverse experience in IT consulting and project 
management in Business Process Management (BPM) technologies 

Validation Lead/Sr.Validation Consultant, Genentech, Inc. USA

• Led Validation effort for a $750,000 EDMS Replacement for Singapore division

• Managed small-scale Validation projects for GMP systems such as B2B/SD-Ex 
and SIMS M&E

• One of Key Validation Consultant for several GMP applications in Bio-tech 
Environment including Change Control and Discrepancy Management systems

• Authored Risk Assessments, Validation Protocols and Test Scripts to upgrade 
TrackWise system to current version

Sr. Software Quality Engineer, Medtronic, Inc. USA

• Sole Validation representative for a US$1.2m ERP implementation project 

• Led efforts towards successful completion of CAPA related to training and 
procedural non-conformance

• Involved with CIO and Director of IT-Applications for vendor assessment and 
selection of Clinical System 

• Improved IT Department’s training compliance from 69% to 95% within 2 months

• SME for 21 CFR Part-11 compliance for Kyphon Business Unit

Sr. Consultant - CRM, Cognizant

• Handled, executed and turned around critical BPM projects worth more than 
$200K through process re-engineering, streamlining and performance 
enhancement; ushered in sustainable practices for value management of the 
projects

• Collaborated and co-ordinated with multicultural, cross-functional teams – 
business (client), technology and hardware – to set up seamlessly integrated 
client IT systems

• Mentored team members and groomed them into project leaders

• Certified Methodology Black Belt in Pegasystems’ PRPC BPM Suite

• Certified Workflow Architect in Pegasystems’ Pega WORKS

• Edited, designed and published the bi-monthly Cognizant BPM practice newsletter

• Received “Exceeds All Expectations” appraisal rating twice consecutively in the 
last three years

Executive Engineer (Operations & Maintenance), NTPC Ltd.

• Experienced in operating 210 MW BHEL boiler

• Exposure in maintenance of power plant equipment

M.S., Mechanical Engineering, New Jersey Institute of Technology, USA,
B.E., Mechanical Engineering, R.V. College of Engineering, Bangalore University

Shivakumar Shankar

7 years of experience in Validation Consulting and Regulatory 
Compliance with 2 years experience in SOX-404 Compliance in 
Biotech and Medical Devices Industry

Shivakumar Shankar

B.E., Bengal Engineering and Science University, Shibpur, Howrah

Somdeb Banerjee

8.25 years of diverse experience in IT consulting and project 
management in Business Process Management (BPM) technologies 
and in power plant operations (NTPC)
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Senior Consultant, Price Water House Coopers India

• Successfully led and delivered a $100K QA project for an Automated Diagnosis 
and Hospital Management System

• Conducted IT process review of a top Indian IT services firm. Member of 
3rd-Party Process Review team

• Active involvement in Go-to-Market strategy formulation and new competency 
center setup

• Major contributions in Pre-Sales activities

Lead QA Consultant, Tata Consultancy Services

• Completed IT-Process “Value Chain Analysis” for a major Utilities client. 
Reduced New Releases cycle time by 4 weeks. Successfully setup 
and led the offshore center

• Developed a Business Process based testing framework for Utilities WAM

• Successfully led a major module of a $4mn project. Won the Best Team award

• Coordinated and delivered several projects with Cross-functional teams in a 
Global, Multi-Vendor setup

Advisory System Analyst, IBM

• Led the maintenance of 6 key modules of Maersk’s ebooking web portal for 
99.9% of uptime

• Initiated and led the automation of several tracking tools, reducing manifold the 
response time and cost of fixing live defects

Consultant, Deloitte Consulting

• Led the integration of the modules of Collateral Management System of Deutsche 
Bank that significantly reduced the margin call delays and cash settlement problems 

• Implemented the revamping and restructuring of Deloitte’s website for the 
enrichment of user’s experience

• Launched a methodology of lean development at the organisation level which 
reduced integration defects by around 90%

Software Engineer, Skytech

• Developed the website for the frequent flier’s club – Red Carpet – having over 
100,000 members

• Successfully turned around a critical project on US Airways ebooking after its 
merger with American West

Senior Consultant, PricewaterhouseCoopers

• Successfully led and delivered a $100K QA project for an Automated Diagnosis 
and Hospital Management System

• Conducted IT process review of a top Indian IT services firm. Member of 
3rd-Party Process Review team

• Active involvement in Go-to-Market strategy formulation and new competency 
center setup

• Major contributions in Pre-Sales activities

Lead QA Consultant, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

• Completed IT-Process “Value Chain Analysis” for a major Utilities client. 
Reduced New Releases cycle time by 4 weeks. Successfully setup 
and led the offshore center

• Developed a Business Process based testing framework for Utilities WAM

• Successfully led a major module of a $4mn project. Won the Best Team award

• Coordinated and delivered several projects with Cross-functional teams in a 
Global, Multi-Vendor setup

Advisory System Analyst, IBM

• Led the maintenance of 6 key modules of Maersk’s ebooking web portal for 
99.9% of uptime

• Initiated and led the automation of several tracking tools, reducing manifold the 
response time and cost of fixing live defects

Consultant, Deloitte Consulting

• Led the integration of the modules of Collateral Management System of Deutsche 
Bank that significantly reduced the margin call delays and cash settlement problems 

• Implemented the revamping and restructuring of Deloitte’s website for the 
enrichment of user’s experience

• Launched a methodology of lean development at the organisation level which 
reduced integration defects by around 90%

Software Engineer, Skytech

• Developed the website for the frequent flier’s club – Red Carpet – having over 
100,000 members

• Successfully turned around a critical project on US Airways ebooking after its 
merger with American West

Subhankar Chandra Paul
B.E., Electronics and Communication Engineering, 
Asansol Engg. College, Burdwan University

Subhankar Chandra Paul

7.5 years experience in IT-Services, Consulting & Process Review 
in Utilities and Healthcare domain. Experience in Client-interfacing 

® ®and managing cross-cultural teams. PMP  & ITIL  certified

B.E., (Honors), Computer Science and Engineering, 
College of Engineering and Management. Kolaghat, West Bengal

Subhradeep Bhatacharya

6 years and 8 months of experience in development, consultancy 
and project management of web application projects for 
companies from transportation, banking and other industries
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Project Lead, Infosys Technologies Ltd.

• Presented a roadmap to align the IT landscape with the corporate strategy for 
one of the oldest US utilities company

• Converted opportunities into projects worth US$4m by contributing actively in 
request for proposals, client presentations etc. as a member of pre-sales team

• Led an information dissemination initiative that transformed data from 100 
million certificates into a relational database format

• Designed a solution that optimised job allocation for various operating units 
which improved staff productivity and resulted in savings of US$1.8m per 
annum

• Received Infosys PRIMA Award for excellence in project execution and “Most 
Valuable Player” award at unit level for 3 consecutive years. (Less than 1% 
employees are nominated for exemplary performance)

Senior Manager, Ericsson India Global Services Private Ltd.

• Excellent contribution to connect the best ideas from widely diverse disciplines 
for outstanding consumer experience creation

• Programme managed highly visible ICT projects that won accolades from top 
management as well as customer for seamless high quality deliveries

• Spearheaded a multinational team of over 90 associates

• Handled operations and multiple projects simultaneously

Project Manager, Keane India Ltd., an NTT Data company

• Crafted solution design for high customer satisfaction /convenience, simplicity 
and elegance in the products and business processes

• Consulted and managed delivery of CMMI - Level 5 IT projects for USA and 
European customers at onsite and offshore

• Successfully designed, implemented and contributed in pre-sales activities for 
IT projects mainly in BFSI domain /Java technology

6.5 years of global experience in IT project management, client 
relationship and business analysis

B.Tech., Electronics Engineering, Kamla Nehru Institute of Technology, 
Sultanpur (U.P.)

Surendra Nath Mallick

Sushant Bhatnagar
B.E., Electronics Engineering, Motilal Nehru Regional 
Engineering College (now MNNIT), Allahabad 

12 years of extensive IT delivery and pre-sales experience 
demonstrating strong business results, relationship management 
across functional disciplines and adaptation to rapid change. 

®Certified PMP
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Manager (IT), IFFCO TOKIO General Insurance   

• Led the Quality Assurance division for insurance products in the domain of motor, 
travel and health

• Identified problem areas and proposed solutions for Motor endorsement and rural 
insurance project through impact analysis

• Performed role of Business and QA analyst for development of grievance 
management system, which improved customer experience

Programmer Analyst, Infosys Technologies     

• Managed million dollar Quality Assurance projects in brokerage and health 
insurance domain. Successfully managed multiple stakeholders viz client team, 
offshore team and management, spread across geographies

• Led a fresh team for a migration project which dealt with health benefits system 
of Fortune 500 Automobile Company. Automated various processes which led to 
defect free delivery

• Recipient of ‘Spot Award’ for effective contribution to the project

• NCFM (NSE Certificate for Financial Market) certified in Banking

Senior Associate - Projects, Cognizant Technology Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.

• Led the onsite delivery and maintenance of credit card and echeck payment 
processing system worth more than US$1m for Dun & Bradstreet Inc. USA

• Led projects of budgets US$1m to US$2m and team size up to 10 members in 
Information Management domain

• Worked with external vendors, Cybersource & Paymentech, from Payment Card 
Industry (PCI) to comply with PCI standards

• Strong expertise in project time & cost estimation, people management, 
competency building and delivery tracking as per SDLC milestone

• Led 4 client teams located across North America for integrating the different 
online fulfillment applications with the central payment gateway

• Received Star Award from client for excellence in project execution

Sweta Singh
B.E., Information Technology (Nagpur University)

7 years of progressive experience in business analysis and project 
management across Banking, Financial Services and Insurance 
industries including two years of international experience

Varun Sasidharan V
B.E., Information Technology, Amrita Institute of Technology and Science, 
Bharathiar University

6.5 years of experience in project management, client facing and 
technical roles in Information, Media & Entertainment vertical & 
Payment Card Industry
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Product Owner, SAP Labs Pvt. Ltd.

• Managed customer portfolio of US$21m for United States Postal Services 
to cater to the Federal Benefits requirement in ERP HCM solution

• Worked with the US government agency IRS to manage US Tax Reporter 
solution for 300 odd customers in the US

• Worked as functional consultant to ADP for payroll outsourcing solution 
designed at SAP labs. Also worked as business expert to Wal-Mart, 
Tyson Foods, Starbucks, Disney for Payroll and US Tax Reporter solutions

• Worked as Benefits Expert in ERP HCM and was awarded “Top Talent” 
which constitutes 6-8% of employees worldwide

Project Lead, Autodesk, Singapore

• Successfully managed a global product team of 11 people, oversaw 5 
release cycles for 3 CAD products, and led cross-functional team for 
product improvement

• Spearheaded innovation in product management processes that 
reduced development time by 20% and improved operating margin by 
8%. Subsequently, these practices got adopted in other divisions

• Was conferred with Excellent Performer Award, AutoBucks, twice

Consultant, Morgan Stanley, India/US

• Achieved rare feat of zero defects in production in all projects, received 
outstanding customer ratings, and increased business by US$400,000 
per year

• Took initiative of revamping the induction programme on financial 
modules for new hires that improved teams’ productivity and reduced 
training duration from 4 to 2 weeks

• Awarded GoldStar Performer certificate of appreciation for outstanding 
contribution

7 years of experience in product management, functional and 
technical consulting for ERP HCM product, customer relationship 
management and solution management

B.E., Computers, Nirma Institute of Technology, Ahmedabad

Vineeta Gupta

Vishwadeep Srivastava
M.Tech., Mechanical Engineering, IIT Bombay,
B.Tech., Mechanical Engineering, IIT Bombay

9 years of International experience in Consulting, Product & 
Release Management in diverse domains, such as Investment 
Banking, Process Automation, CAD and Image Processing
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Technical Lead and Consultant, Patni America’s

• Insurance subject matter expert specialising in customer relationship and 
business processes

• Executed projects using agile and waterfall methodologies of project 
management and six sigma quality control processes

• Aided designing of Service Management Life cycle Tool suite and provided 
end to end solution to software service life cycle management

• Designed, developed and supported customized software applications. 
Delivered output of the highest quality through the onsite offshore work 
model. Handled team’s upto size of 21 and projects with net worth between 
US$1m and US$2m

• Proven experience in mentoring

Systems Engineer, Supreme Telecommunications

• Develop customized software products for companies in the telecom domain

• Prepared project proposals and converted opportunities into businesses

For me coming to IIML was akin to crossing the rubicon.This leap of faith was proven right during the 
year I spend at IPMX.IIML's IPMX takes one into an high performance matrix environment. The matrix 
of excellent curriculum,pedagogy,extreme peer pressure took me to the league of the very best.This 
program is sure to open up more bright minds and develop future global business leaders.

Sunil Unnithan
Asst General Manager, Bennett,Coleman & Company Limited
IPMX 2008-09

IPMX has equipped me with cutting edge tools and techniques required to excel in today’s dynamic 
and extremely competitive world. Its comprehensive curriculum has sharpened my understanding of 
corporate finance and gave me strategic perspective to look at businesses.

Vivek Tripathi 
Chief Manager - Corporate Banking Group, ICICI Bank
IPMX 2010-11

It was great pleasure to be part of IPMX03 after serving in Highway industry for more than 20 years. 
Amalgamation of best mind from diverse industry, word class faculty, case based  learning and rigor of 
IPMX programme prepared me to think out of box and ability to turn challenges into opportunities.

Sushil Singhal
Dy GM, Lanco Infratech Limited
IPMX 2010-11

Yogesh Sawant
M.S., Software Engineering, BITS Pilani
B.E., Mechanical, Mumbai University

8.5 years global experience in project management, insurance 
domain consulting and software development & support
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INDUSTRY PARTNERS

ABG Shipyard J P Morgan Chase

Accenture India Keane India Limited

Aircel KPMG India

AREVA T&D Lanco  Infratech

Avaya India Private Limited Luxury Hues Consultancy Services 
India Private LimitedBennett Coleman & Co. Ltd 

(The Times Group) MART

Bernhard Schulte Ship management Maruti Suzuki India

Cognizant Technology Solutions MCCS (India) Private Limited
India Pvt. Ltd. Mercuri Urval India
Dabur India MindTree
Dalmia Bharat Enterprises Mphasis
Deloitte Consulting National Institute for Smart 
Deutsche Bank Operations Government
International Info Edge India (Naukri.com)
Emergent Ventures India NIIT Limited
ERA Infra Engineering NIIT Technologies
Exide Industries One97 Communications
Fortis Healthcare (India) OnMobile  Global
Genpact PricewaterhouseCoopers India
Goldman Sachs (India) QAI India Limited
Goodearth Shipbuilding Private Qualtech Consultants
Limited 

Reckitt Benckiser
HCL Infosystems

Reliance Retail Limited & 
HCL Technologies Reliance Solar
Hero MotoCorp Ltd. RR Financial Consultants
Hewlett-Packard India SAP Labs
ICICI Bank Sapient Corporation Private Limited
ICRA Satmetrix
iDiscoveri Education Private Limited Shapoorji Pallonji & Company Limited
IKEA Steria India Limited
IL&FS Infrastructure Development Tata Consultancy Services
Corporation Limited

Tata Teleservices
i-maritime Consultancy Private 

Tholons Advisory
Limited

Welspun Group
Infosys

Wipro Ltd.
International Oncology Services 
Private Limited

Typical Roles Offered

Senior DGM

Director

AVP / VP

Delivery Manager

Principal / Senior / Assistant Consultant

Senior / Deputy / Chief Manager

AGM / GM

Group Manager

Engagement Manager

Program / Project Management

Functional Breakup

Project / Program Management

Delivery

Consulting

Business Development

Sales & Marketing

Human Resource Management

Operations Management

Strategy



PLACEMENT COMMITTEE 

Prof. Rajeev Kumra
Co-Chairperson, Placement
Ph. +91-96500 05879

    Amit Kumar Ashok
    Anurag Chadha
    Anurag Singh
    Darshit Vora
    Manish Rai
    Manoj Kumar Singh
    Pankaj Chandna
    Vishwadeep Srivastava

    +91-97177 80234
    +91-88000 97695
    +91-98733 11155
    +91-88000 97738
    +91-88000 97732
    +91-88000 97720
    +91-98107 07196
    +91-78384 31761

K B Joshi
Office Incharge
Ph. +91-98185 54310
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